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Trustees` Report 

2019 has seen us busier than ever. Eight Mum cats and 45 kittens came into care this year and 

we still hope to catch our elusive Mum cat and any kittens she has from the ginger colony and 

another lone kitten about the same age as Winston. We are very fortunate to have Fran and 

Georgia fostering alongside Judith this year to help with some of  the Mums and kittens. We 

couldn’t do this without you all ladies and we thank you for your continued support.  

We continue to TNH (Trap, Neuter, Home), each colony reported to us who are assessed on an 

individual basis as to whether we can trap, neuter and return them safely. This hasn’t been 

possible for any of  the cats and kittens so far recently and we will dedicate our time to give 

them the love and patience they need, striving to find them their new homes in the future. 

Our New Feral Pens Project is well under way and we are really excited to see the pens 

finished in the New Year. Fundraising this year has been focused entirely on raising money for 

the pens, they are bigger, better and we can’t wait to start using them to help more cats and 

kittens in the future. We had an amazing Open Day in September, our best ever, so many 

people supported us and gave us extra donations. We still have a long way to go and more 

funds to raise before they can be completed but we will get there. The Big Give Challenge has 

played a very big part in raising some of  the funds for this project and we would like to thank 

our bid/funding team for their dedication in applying for grants, schemes, etc, to help raise 

much needed resources. 

We remain firmly committed to helping as many cats in need as we can, and this year we have 

taken in a few stray tom cats who were found to be in very poor health, due to living on the 

streets and just trying to survive.  Achilles, Razzle and Scruffy immediately come to mind. 

A big thank you goes to Barclays for their much appreciated continued support with matched 

funding. 

Finally, we would like to thank all of  our volunteers, vets, supporters, sponsors, adopters and 

fosterers, for all they have done for our cats this year.  

We look forward to an even more successful 2020. 

CCG Trustees 



May 25th 2019 

Bagpuss has arrived.. in FT, from Fagin's Waifs & Strays, a lovely huge (once he fills out) Fluffy ( once his fur 
regrows) boy. 

 
He was Trapped, neutered and dematted at Fagin’s and was to be returned to his feeder, Margaret had done 
wonders with Bagpuss but unfortunately things didn’t work out and he obviously couldn't be released, due to 
him being partially bald, so to Coventry Cat Group he came.  

Everybody fell in love with him,  a gentle giant, a big lover of fuss and an even bigger lover of food.  

We had to put the food sachets in a plastic lidded box, as he would help himself to an overnight snack. 

He captured everyone’s attention on Facebook and had an even bigger following at our Open Day on Sunday 
September 8th 2019. He proudly sat in the wicker basket watching everyone as they walked down the path, 
Margaret had the chance to catch up with him again and he took advantage of all the little tins of tuna that 
were left in donation bins with a label on, specifically for him. 

It was no surprise that after being with us for only a short time in Feral Towers he was moved to Main Pens on 
September 21st 2019 and was ready for adoption.  

Socialisers only had a brief time to get to know him as on September 27th 2019 Bagpuss - now named Brian, 

left to go to his forever home. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Feral Towers (25.05.2019) 

Bagpuss has moved to Main Pens 
(21.09.2019) Normally I'd say 

give him time to settle, but that 
floofster was born settled, went 

straight in, ate his dinner and 
started singing.  

Lin (Manager) 

New Home 
(27.09.2019) 

and now called 
Brian 



Fundraising 2019 
2019 so far, has been a year of fundraising for our Feral Pens Project. We still have a long way to go but 
we are confident with the support of the general public, the CCG volunteers, Trevor and Jack who have 
installed the pens and Graham Stanley who will provide the electrics, etc, we will succeed. 

Sadly our old pens have seen better days and luckily a mild winter last year allowed us to keep the feral 
cats in our care warm and dry. We desperately needed to build new pens before this winter came 
around and we are well underway with our project. Every penny raised this year is earmarked for the 
project.  

    Christmas Fayre 2018: £2036 (with Barclays matched fundraising) 

                                                               Barclays Quiz Night: £683 

            Valentine`s fundraiser: £265 

    Summer open day: £4554.00 (with Barclays matched fundraising) 

                            Pets at Home Fundraising alongside Support Adoption For Pets: £142 (ongoing) 

       Halloween Fundraiser: £125 

  With various other donations and regular contributions we have an amazing total of £12.5k  

       towards our Feral Pens Project 

Alongside these main fundraising events organised by ourselves, some of our supporters have carried 
out their own fundraising, birthday fundraisers, wedding fundraisers and sadly funeral fundraisers.  

A huge THANK YOU to anyone who has helped with fundraising by donating funds directly or helping in 
response with our Facebook requests for cat and kitten food and also toys for our fur babies. 

A special thank you to Natural Instinct for their support, our kittens continue to blossom on your 
donations and to Marco for his regular tuck shop collections. Also a big thank you to Michelle and 
Melissa at Tesco stores, Pets at Home Walsgrave and Gallagher retail park stores. You all have big 
hearts and we are so very grateful for all of the support you have shown us in 2019. We would also like 
to say a special thank you to Matthew Scott, you continue to be extremely generous and we are using 
our items every day that you have allowed us to buy with your donations. Corrine, Jill, Nicky and Judith, 
we would also like to say a big thank you for continuing to foster your/our fur babies. Graham Stanley, 
we thank you for looking after everything we need at the centre, you are a credit to CCG. 

As you can see, the amounts we have raised are wonderful, but unfortunately the total doesn’t cover 
the costs of running the centre and keeping our felines fed and well. We are always in need of extra 
support and more fundraising. One of the biggest hurdles we face as a small charity is regular monthly 
donations. Sponsorship and Membership are two ways to support us on a regular basis. If this is 
something you would be interested in then please contact us via our Facebook page or look out for 
details on our website.  

We also accept one-off transfers or monthly standing orders to our Co-op bank account:           

 Sort Code: 089299   Account Nº: 65456440 

Don’t forget we have merchandise for sale and further ways you can help are listed on our website. If 
you would like to raise some funds for us at your own event e.g. cake sale at work, a sponsored event or 
even run a marathon, we would be very grateful!  

We are a small team of volunteers and all of us have other priorities, as well as volunteering for CCG.  

If you are a tax payer, and make a donation, please do fill out a gift aid form (the link is on our website), we do the rest and 
can claim an extra 25% on top of your donation. Once you have registered with us, any further donations also count 
towards the scheme. 



As this newsletter goes to print we are looking forward to our  

 

 

So what will 2020 bring? 

 

For any fundraising enquiries or ideas, please email: coventrycatgroup2019@gmail.com 

 

          
We held an extremely successful Open Day in September.  

We had lots of help from stallholders, volunteers, and supporters.  

It was an exhausting but rewarding day.  

Donations of cat food flooded in and has helped to feed many empty tummies. 

  The weather was perfect and we hope everybody enjoyed the atmosphere and meeting  

us and our furry residents.  

As much as we love our Old Feral Towers, all of our fundraising this year is to help replace 

our current pens, for a much improved, bigger set of pens, complete with Catio. 

Updates to follow as they  happen. 

 

 

 
 

 



Evie has been with us for a year now, and what a year it’s been! Better known as Black Beauty to her friends at CCG, she’s gone from a 
timid girl to a cuddly pocket panther. With the help of her new brother, Evie amazed us all by coming out of her shell in a matter of 
weeks. She loves a snuggle, will head-butt any hands that she thinks aren’t giving her enough ear rubs and chin scratches and dribbles 
all over you when she’s happy. Evie is always practicing being brave. She will say hello to guests, try new toys and follow you about the 
house, even though feet are scary! Her favourite places are in her window bed - it lets her watch those pesky birds without getting cold 
outside - and snuggling with Talyn in the big bed by the radiator.  

As you can maybe tell, she won’t hesitate to 
stomp all over Talyn to get fuss if she thinks 
she’s being ignored!  

Achilles 
One of our volunteers contacted us saying that her 
friend had found five kittens in her shed that she 
believed to be about six weeks old. I immediately 
went out and found that the kittens were closer to 
three weeks old and in desperate need of their 
Mother who was nowhere to be found. I left a humane 
trap with the lady with everything crossed that the 
Mum cat would go in the trap and took the kittens 
back to the centre where they were bottle fed and our 
Centre manager Lin took them home as they needed 
to be fed every couple of hours. Later that day the 
lady contacted me saying there was a cat in the trap, 
praying it was the Mum cat I headed straight over, at 
first glance it was clear that this wasn’t our Mummy 
cat but an unneutered tom with an open abscess and 
many battle scars, there was no way we could leave 
him in that state so back he came to the centre. 
From the get go Achilles was so friendly and 
was desperate for love, after being seen by the 
vets and losing his pom poms this sweet big 
boy charmed everyone he met and once he 
was fully healed, found his perfect forever 
home.  
We caught Mum cat the next day and she was 
reunited with her kittens, they have all now 
gone to their new homes, it just goes to show 
when you get the initial call you never know 
what you are going to get. I like to think that Achilles 
knew what he was doing that day when he walked into 
the trap and a new life. 



FIV+  DEATH SENTENCE? 

Coventry Cat Group are a non destruct charity. 

Adopting a cat who is FIV-positive by Jane Pitcher 

I have been volunteering as a socialiser with CCG since the beginning of 2019 and have got to know and love many of the cats and 
kittens waiting for their permanent homes. My previous cat, Oscar, died a few years ago at nearly 21 years old. He was a very special 
friend and I wanted some space to mourn him and also spend more time away visiting parts of the UK and Europe, so it didn’t feel right 
to take in another cat immediately. Thomas, another black cat, had been visiting my garden for several months and had started to look 
quite skinny, so my neighbour and I had both been feeding him when he seemed hungry. He appeared quite content to sleep in my 
garden when it was warm and come by for food when he wanted, but more recently we’d both noticed that his condition seemed to 
be deteriorating – he had fur missing from his face and his ears had been bitten. I asked around the neighbourhood and posted 
information on various sites and in the local pet shop, but no-one came forward to claim him. He was quite nervous and hissed when 
approached, so it wasn’t easy to get a paper collar on him (which is recommended by CCG and other groups). His fur had grown back 
when he next visited, so we agreed to keep an eye on him. Then one day he came by with a serious wound on his ear, so it was time to 
take action. With the loan of a cage from Fran at CCG and the help of my neighbour, we managed to catch him and I took him to the 
vet for treatment. At the same time, they also scanned for a microchip (he didn’t have one). I then had to decide at the vet’s whether 
to take responsibility for him, or hand him over to their care, and after a brief discussion with my neighbour, who already had a dog 
and cat so couldn’t take him in, I chose to adopt him. 

 

He was booked in for blood tests, chipping and neutering the following week. After a brief escape through a slightly open door (lessons 
now learned!), he was easily lured back with food and I got him back to the vets with the help of Fran, who’d also given me loads of 
support and the loan of various items, as I no longer had the essentials for keeping a cat, such as feeding bowls, litter tray etc. 
Unfortunately, when his blood tests came back he turned out to be FIV-positive, which meant he has to be an indoor cat from now on. 
This has posed a problem, as for now he has to be kept downstairs to prevent him escaping when the front door is opened, which is 
not ideal for either of us. But surprisingly, given that he was used to living outdoors, he has adapted well to living inside – maybe the 
warm bed and regular dinners help! Indoor cats need more stimulation, so I give him time for play, and he has plenty of toys to keep 
him occupied and places where he can sit and look out. I am getting him a ‘catio’, so this will give him more space and limited access to 
the outdoors in time for next spring.   

 

Although he was still quite hissy when I first took him in, Thomas has turned out to be a really affectionate cat and loves to cuddle up in 
the evenings. He soon discovered his miaow, and chirrups came later. It took him a bit longer to find his purr, but maybe this wasn’t 
something he was used to doing in the wild. Having lived as a stray for some time, retracting his claws didn’t always come naturally to 
him, but after a few perforations in clothes and fingers I think he is starting to learn to keep them in and I am more careful when 
handling him. His FIV status makes him more susceptible to infections, but research shows that FIV-positive cats may have a similar life 
expectancy to non-infected cats. Although there is no cure, some cats can live long and happy lives. The disease can’t be passed on to 
humans. It is important to give cats with FIV a nutritious balanced diet, with no raw food because of the risk of catching bacterial or 
parasitic diseases.  

 

I am so lucky to have had the support of my cat-loving neighbour and other CCG volunteers, especially Fran, Lin and Debbie, who gave 
me so much advice when I was first adjusting to my new companion. I can certainly testify to how worthwhile it is to adopt a cat who 
was previously living in the wild, as although it may take more time to adjust to one another than when taking in a cat who is already 
domesticated, they make loving and loyal friends.  

 

Thomas now 

Thomas before 

Our very own FIV + boy “Guy,” 
sentenced to death by another 
charity, at only two years old. 

Guy is so gentle, was 
completely bonded to his 

buddy Jett who sadly passed 
away this year. He has the 

cutest meow when it’s time for 
breakfast and dinner and has 

dedicated socialisers to 
hopefully at some stage in the 
future give him the confidence 
to enjoy his own forever home. 



Miss February - Finky 

Finky by name, quirky by nature. I'm unique in every way, I 

tolerate people but only because I need them to serve my meals, I 

growl like a dog and can climb like a monkey, which has led to my 

nickname "the rabid squirrel"  

Mr March - Luca 

My name is Luca, I'm a gentle shy boy with people, but I'm a big hit with the ladies.. in 

fact Georgia and Mollie are always competing for my affections, but as I'm a gentleman, I 

couldn't possibly choose between them.  

Mr January - Razzle 

My name is Razzle, and to look at me now, you'd never imagine I was once a battle 

scarred boy, not from fighting, but from defending myself from neighbourhood toms, 

jealous of my good looks .  

        Mr April - Winston                           
I'm Winston, though I guess you already know that, as I'm told I have quite a fan club. 

Sadly I had to have my eye removed, but I don't miss it at all, in fact I think it adds to my 

charm. I now live in my forever home, with two other boys,  

one who also has only one eye.  

 Mr June - Basher                                            

Basher by name, trouble by nature... if there's mischief to be made, you can rest 

assured I will be involved. I love food, which is why I am always immaculately dressed 

in my Tuxedo, after all manners maketh the man.  

Miss May – Nala                                    

I'm Nala, and at first it was thought that I was a senior lady, but 

I'm actually only 5 and in my prime. I've had a very hard life on the 

streets, but now I make up for that with lots of love and attention, 

and a heated bed which I adore.  



Some of our best pictures from the last twelve months 

Mr July - Guy 

My name is Guy and if I look a little sad it's because earlier in the year I lost my best friend Jett. 

We had always been together and I miss him terribly. I am an FIV positive boy, but am in great 

health, I hope one day to have a friend .               

Mr + Miss October - Arthur + Ada 

We are Ada and Arthur , and I think you'll agree we are very stunning. Ada is the bossy 

one and I'm happy to let her be anything for a quiet life. Ada does a lot of hissing, but 

she's not as tough as she makes out, in fact she's a bit of a softie on the quiet.                    

Miss November - Georgia 

Georgia, I've been at CCG for quite a long time, and if I'm honest I'm in no 

rush to leave. After a hard life raising babies on the streets, I like 

my heated pen and regular meals. I am also starting to like 

people, but I never show it.                          

Mr December - Albert  

Albert here, I was the first of the ginger colony to be saved. I was in a pretty bad 

way, cat flu, eyes stuck together and tummy issues, I soon responded to treatment 

and just look a me now. I have a wonderful home with another ex CCG cat Starr 

and I am now a huge fluffy boy, with the longest tail you will ever see.  

Miss September - Gaia 
You may recognize me, I'm Gaia and I was a super Mummy raising my babies, 

and a couple of orphaned kittens too. Now motherhood is behind me and it’s 

definitely my time.                         

Mr August - Edgar 

I'm Edgar and I'm adorable, and modest too. I have had really 

poorly eyes, and at one point I thought I would lose them, but I'm a fighter 

and I put up with lots of drops and tablets, always with a purr, and just look 

at me now. I don't have 100% vision but close enough. 

I am loving life now.                 



      The Ginger Colony 

Albert 
Simba 

Ada and Arthur 

Tigger 

Edgar 

Polly 

Winston 

Izzy 

Gingers 

Effie 



The Ginger Colony were trapped over a few months.  

 

July 16th 2019 - Albert 

August 8th 2019 - Edgar 

August 3rd 2019 - Razzle 

August 30th 2019 - Ada and Arthur 

September 15th 2019 - Izzy and Polly 

September 16th 2019 - Effie and Simba 

September 22nd 2019 - Winston 

October 4th 2019 - Tigger 

Most of this colony have had serious health conditions, Albert and Edgar by far the 
worst. Round the clock care has paid off though and after many days and nights of 
treatment by the dedicated volunteers of CCG, these gentle fur babies are now 
fighting fit and have already been homed or are waiting for their forever home. 

Many thanks to Mr and Mrs J and Jess for tirelessly helping CCG bring these fur 
babies to safety.  

We still hope to trap Mum cat and any kittens she has, along with a lone kitten of 
similar age to Winston. 

We later found out that Razzle was not actually 
part of the Ginger colony, he had been 
abandoned with his brother. He was probably 
just looking for food but unfortunately he was 
attacked by a tom cat, more than likely the 
father to the kittens. Razzle had severe wounds 
and is still recovering from them now.  

He is a very gentle soul and adores everyone who 
comes to the centre to socialise with him. We 
have briefly seen his brother and when we are 
able to, we will trap him and bring him to the 
safety of the centre. 

Fortunately we had a particularly mild 
winter in 2018 and didn’t have to 
distribute too many of our Feral 

Shelters. We have helped members of 
the public in various areas of Coventry. 

If you are feeding a stray/feral cat and 
need a shelter, please call our helpline  

on 02476268073. 



The Chess Family 

Scrolling through Facebook one evening I came across a 
post advertising four free kittens, obviously this is a massive 
red flag with people (I use the term loosely!) looking for free 
kittens to use as bait in dog fights. I contacted the man 
advertising and explained what could happen and that we 
would be happy to take the kittens in and find them good 
homes. After a bit of back and forth he agreed and asked to 
call me, from that call it was clear that this was a bigger issue 
than the four kittens.  
The man had 2 unneutered tom cats (Chad and Roly) and 3 
unspayed females (Mina, Angel & Skittles) two of which were 
pregnant, all the cats were related.  
He was clearly out of his depth and asked us to help, we 
took in nine cats the next day, neutered the two tom cats 
and returned them to him.  
The three females he asked us to keep, the cats were all 
well cared for but clearly the situation was out of control. 
 
The pregnant Mummies, Skittles and Angel went to foster 
homes and Mina and her kittens stayed at the centre, one of 
the kittens a sweet little girl we named Frida didn’t have a 
tail. This is a birth defect known as Manx cat syndrome, as 
she grew and moved onto solid food this caused her major 
problems and despite our best efforts and on the advice of 
the vet, we had to let her go, we were heartbroken that we 
couldn’t save her. 
  
From the initial thought that we would be taking in four 
kittens, once Angel and Skittles gave birth to four beautiful 
kittens each, we ended up with a total of fifteen cats.  
 
Ten of these cats have now found their forever homes and 
the remaining five won’t be far behind, please neuter and 
spay your cats, colonies don’t just happen to stray cats…. 
 
Lyndsey Brighouse 

Mina Roly Chad 

Frida 



 
 

Angel (Mum) 
Bobby 
Maisie 

Tilly 
Lulu 

Skittles (Mum) 
Dottie 
Jay 
Boo 

Olivia 
 



 

Keith 

Philip the Pheasant  

Coral 

Kena 

Belle 

Darla and Parsley 

Lola 

Nancy 

Coral 

Badger 

Heathcliffe 

Sweet Pea/Tiger Lily 

Tomsk 

Keith Misty and Patch 



 

 Mums and Kittens 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

My name is Martynka and I was a stray, fed by a lady at least twice a day, 

she thought I was pregnant so called CCG, I went in the trap and they took care of me. 

I was very nervous but knew I was safe, I didn’t want touching, just needed my space, 

sadly because I was, a first time mum, one of the kittens to death did succumb, 

I still had two but was still quite afraid and wouldn’t go into the bed I’d had made. 

Then to my dismay, my second did die, nobody knows the reason, or why? 

I only have one now, it may not survive, I’ll do all I can but hope time will provide, 

the feelings I need to take care of my babe, I’m pleased I can tell you, this one I did save. 

My little Caden, is oh so alive, he now has a home and it’s my turn to thrive, 

I’m now getting used to the life I’ve been given, and all because CCG are all so driven. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My name is Pola and I was a stray, heavily pregnant with nowhere to stay 

I found in a garden an old rabbit hutch, newspaper shredded, I needed so much, 

gave birth to my babies, a total of five, I had no idea if they would survive. 

I then moved my babies less one who had died, into an old garage, my time I did bide, 

two ladies did trap me and they took me home, my babies were hidden, but they did not moan, 

the ladies they knocked at some houses nearby, please listen for kittens, you’ll hear if they cry. 

Then two days did pass and a phone call was made, my kittens were found and next to them I laid, 

another small black one did not make it through, but I still had three, and knew just what to do. 

My heart is now singing, my kits I adore, from CCG, I couldn’t ask for more 

I am so lucky we all have a home, I’m with my daughter, my boys not alone, 

this is all down to the care I’ve received, I am so happy, so happy indeed. 

 

Martynka and Caden 



Frida 

The Polars 

Peggy Biggles Dodger Charlie River 

Mac Jett Harley Billy Fagin 

Sadly we have lost many cats and kittens over the years, that have been either in the care of 
CCG, or in their forever homes. Some due to old age, injury, illness or born with complications. 

Some we never get to name but all have a big impact on our hearts. We will remember them. We 
are currently in the process of making a memory tree at our centre,  small hearts to acknowledge 

their existence, however short or long a time they have been with us. 

 

Abigail Lizzie Grisom Harry 

Princess Astrid1 Annie Pipsqueak 

Bethany Sooty Bob Sox 

Max Fluff Nelly Mollie 

Daisykit3 BN3 Blk/Wht Kit Cleo 

Daisykit4 BN4 Ginge Charlie 

Kit1 K3 Durbarkit3 Fluffy 

Vandell K4 Tabs Shaun 

Sneezy K5 Tiny Poppy 

George Ginger Micky Angel 

Lady Cara Jake Mimi 

Kerry Boots Smokie Nan 

Ebony Zinzam Susie Charlie 

Stonewall Jackson Minnie Pushka Kitten5 

Lucy Fluffy Treacle Kitten6 

Miss laid Munchies Florence Ernie 

Ginger Little Poppet Maddie Jamie  

Ellie Socks1 Tom Jaz 

Brodi Socks2 Tinker Richard 

Portia Frisby Jemina Medusa 

Black/whity Irish1 K6 Lulu 

Kit1 kitten1 Bodica Aurora 

Kit2 kitten2 Lucy Portia 

Kit3 kitten3 Disney Jo 

Kit4 Maisy/Daisy Felix Purdy 

Kit5 Scruffy Kitten 2 Martynka Kitten 3 Martynka 



The Tale of Monty. 
  

On the 25th November 2018 Tony and I went to pick up our new cat from Judith, a fabulous 
fosterer.  

We had filled in the adoption forms and been approved by a home visit. We wanted an 
adult cat and Sarah said there were two at Judith’s that we may be right for. I am not sure 
how it happened but we came away with a completely different cat, Monty , he wandered 
out from under the coffee table and seemed to give us a look that said, ‘There you are, 
what took you so long?’. Monty aka Tailor as he has only a few inches of a tail. (He lost it 
whilst a feral kitten and had to have it amputated once he was trapped, as it was broken 
and infected). 

 

We knew that taking on a cat that had been born into a 
feral colony would be a long job and so it has been. He 
spent the first few weeks under a bed, coming out to feed 
and use his litter tray, but gradually he gained his 
confidence, playing with every cat toy, trying out all the cat 
beds and baskets.  

 

 

 

 

He is coming up to his first ‘gotcha’ day on the 25th  and he’s just this week had a long cuddle 
and sat on Tony’s lap. It is just so worth the wait. Monty is a great cat, he does everything with 
enthusiasm digging, singing at 6.30 am, eating, playing and now cuddling. Certainly worth the 
patience, love and understanding….he’s finally getting us shaped up! 

He's doing very good! He's lost a bit of weight, and we've moved to a bigger 

place so he's very happy about all the space to run around in. Also, in exciting 

news, he's gotten a lot braver and now goes outside! He’s still not a fan of other 

cats but he loves exploring and (unfortunately) he also loves hunting. 



< 

Inky (She finally got her man) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Inky, trapped at a printers yard in 2016. Frightened feral girl along with her two 
brothers (Billy and Stanley) came into the care of CCG.  

After very gradual socialisation 
over the next three years, in 
April 2019 new owners Mark and 
Nicki saw a post about Inky and 
decided they wanted to have her 
continue her journey as part of 
their family.  

Inky now accepts gentle strokes and has a male companion called 
Ghost to attend to her every need. Whilst in Feral Towers Inky would run up and 
down the corridor to the pens that had boys in them, she flirted shamelessly and 
would do a little back leg kick before running back to her own pen. Inky is living 
proof that time, love and patience pays dividends in the right circumstances and 
we look forward to seeing more updates in the future. 

Stanley and Billy were homed to stables in South 
Warwickshire, sadly this year we heard Billy had 
disappeared and there was no sign of Stanley. The 
owners sent us an update to say they had found Billy 
deceased on their property, they are not aware of 
what happened to him but he is now at Rainbow 
Bridge. They think they have seen Stanley coming 
for the food they leave out and hope to confirm 
this in the near future. Both very loved cats at CCG. 



Pumpkin was trapped as part of a large colony by the wonderful 

volunteers at CCG and came into rescue in August 2018 as a very young kitten, with his Mum 

Apricot. As a socialiser with CCG I first saw him a few weeks later – he was one of the sweetest, 

most beautiful kittens I had ever seen – a chocolate box kitten – ginger with bluish eyes, fluffy 

fur. His Mum was also beautiful. She had a look about her that let you know a) Pumpkin was her 

baby and b) you should never forget that Pumpkin was her baby. I had no idea at that time that 

he could ever be part of our family.  

We already had four cats, all grey - our beautiful older sisters Mitzy 

and Molly then aged 13, and our younger girls, sisters Luna and Gracie 

who we were lucky to get as kittens from CCG in September 2016 (and who are the reason I became 

involved with the rescue).  

During November 2018 our darling Mitzy began to lose weight and became very poorly very quickly and 

within a few weeks we had lost her. We were all completely heartbroken and the house seemed empty, 

despite our other three cats.  

January arrived and we realised that whilst it would take us all a long time to get over losing Mitzy we could 

still offer a good home to one of the many cats out there who needed their own family. We needed just one 

cat – we had always adopted in pairs before – but who? We needed someone who would fit in with the 

other cats, possibly a young cat would be best, maybe a boy, different to the others, but who would not try and play ‘top cat’, but 

also not be too scared by the others….and there he was – the adorable Pumpkin – a perfect fit.  

We were very lucky that CCG accepted us as Pumpkin’s new owners, and finally, after a long wait (a holiday) which gave the 

socialisers a lot of opportunities to build his confidence, Pumpkin was ours and we took him home at the beginning of March 2019.  

After a brief and massive loss of confidence when we first arrived home, Pumpkin soon became 

everyone’s very best friend.  

Luna and Pumpkin soon became the best of friends, flying round the 

house at very high speed playing chase. Gracie soon also became his 

best friend and took over the chasing when Luna grew tired. They have 

become a gang – with Gracie in charge, and Pumpkin with all the 

energy. He loves Gracie and Luna so much  - he chirrups, races up to 

them and bowls them over when they first come in – but now he is 

twice their size they are not so keen. He likes to walk alongside head 

bumping them and preventing them making much progress.  

 

Pumpkin has developed into the most beautiful confident cat with such a loving nature. He has a repertoire of noises to accompany 

nearly everything he does, a running commentary of meows, squeaks, chirrups, whines, howls and 

purrs, although this has lessened as he has got older. . He is not the brightest though – he cannot 

master the cat flap – even though he has watched all the other cats going in and out – and gets himself 

into the right position – he can’t quite get the final push right. He has recently become a lap cat, which 

given his size is quite a challenge. He has stayed very fussy about food – he will still only eat Sheba and 

prefers biscuits, and nothing with any hint of fish about it. 

 
We all love him a lot including his CCG ‘sisters’ Luna and Gracie and are so happy he has become part of 

our family. Molly continues to ignore him…. Mitzy would probably not have approved…. 



 

  

Big Plans for 2019..... 

2019 is the year we will finally replace Feral 

Towers. There have been many magic moments 

happen in there, but sadly it is in need of more than 

TLC now. 

The New FT will be sited further down the garden, 

past the ISO unit, and will have a larger outdoor 

run, to give the cats more space to stretch their 

legs. 

Sadly building work on this scale costs thousands, 

so every fundraiser this year will be focused on this, 

The summer Open Day, Christmas Fayre and any 

other fundraisers in between. We will also be 

applying for as many grants as possible, because it 

would definitely help offset expenditure if 

successful. 

Delayed two months because of a bumble bee nest 

on the build site, including the catio, it’s CCG’s 

biggest pen block at 61m2.  

Approx.170 volunteering hours from our hard 

working team, 38 tonnes of hardcore, sand and 

concrete to construct the base. Many more hours 

followed, we have an amazing group of volunteers. 

Massive thank you to Joe McInally and Phil Cartwright for 

their assistance last night and today getting this done! One 

step closer to our new pens, just to add please don’t go on 

the concrete as it’ll take several weeks to cure.  

***Help Needed!*** 
I know a few of you have asked if you can help in any way with the new feral 

pens. Next thing to do is move the hardcore from the bags at the top down to the 
build area the other side of the ISO. If anyone can help by taking a few 

wheelbarrow loads down and dumping it in a pile in the middle of the build area 
it would be greatly appreciated!! The barrow and shovel are by the main pens. 
Once we’ve got the hardcore in place and compacted we’ll be ready to lay the 

damp proofed concrete base, hopefully by early October. Many thanks in 
anticipation for your help!!  



Feral Towers 

Main 

April 2017: the big day arrives May 2017: 

RIP Sweet Charlie 

Gen-

tle   Harley 

 

Colin made it a reality 

Lin had a 

dream 

As many of you know, for several years I have made cat nip toys to sell at 
Open Days and at the Centre. 

Every toy sold this year will go towards purchasing an outdoor cat tree for 
the FT enclosure. 

The one I want to buy is The Pyramid, it is fantastic, I have one at home for 
my Spiders (see picture).. It costs £180, so my challenge this year is to make 

and sell lots of Cat Nip Rats, Mice, Playmats, Wand toys and the latest 
addition the kickeroos. 

If anyone would like one in advance, please message me... 
I can't wait to see Georgia, Luca , Guy and Co, sat out in the sunshine on 

their very own Pyramid.  



Coventry Cat Group – Lin McManus             Livingstone - From Feral to Flyboy 
 
Livingstone came into care in February 2016 from Livingstone Rd Coventry around 
where the swimming baths were, hence, his name, very feral, hissing and spitting.  
 
Safely housed in “Feral Towers” after 4 months of hissing, he started to come out 
of his pen during my cattery duties.  
By October 2016 he was settled enough, with certain people, to be transferred to 
Main Pens, even allowing me to pick him up to put him in a carrier. 

 
He initially reverted to hiding and hissing, but after about 
3 months, he started to come out, soon accepted strokes 
and cuddles, initially just from me.  
He would run the length of the corridor and allowed me to 
cuddle him and enjoy his much loved neck rubs.  
 
CCG Socialiser comments 
Livingstone allowed me to give him a head massage today. My goodness that boy has a loud 
purr! 
Livingstone just came up to me for loves! 
Made massive progress with Livingstone today - he allowed me to sit in his pen with him for 
the first time ever! He was happy to sit on his bed whilst I sat on the floor (I know my 
place) whereas usually he runs off and hides 
 
After a successful visit to meet Livingstone in January 2018, he was adopted by a 
wonderful American lady Meredith, who lived alone in a quiet flat, perfect for him. 
Renamed Elvis, he hid in his cave bed to start with, but with each visit you could see his 
progress, living under the bed but joining Meredith 
for morning fusses. Meredith’s partner is Spanish 
and Elvis bonded with him the first time they met, 
gradually widening his circle of friends. 
CCG always try and contact the “hoomans” that have 
adopted from us to see how it's going and if they 
have renamed their fur baby.  
 
Update from Meredith, who adopted Mr Livingstone. 
 

Hi Sarah, Mr L has in fact had a name change, he is Elvis now! he's doing ok, 
still hiding in his igloo and haven't given him any cuddles yet but he's starting 
to relax.   
Meredith planned to relocate to Spain and initially planned to drive 
there to save Elvis the stress of a flight, but as he progressed, she 
decided to fly, finding an airline that would allow him to travel next 
to her in the cabin, aided by a mild sedative from the vet, he 
travelled wonderfully, and arrived in Spain April 2019.  
Meredith had to return to the UK until June but was sent pictures 
of our wonderful brave Senõr Elvis, totally relaxed and loving life 
in Spain.  
Meredith joined them in Spain the beginning of June, he is 
currently a cuddly, loving, chilled boy, loving the warm sunshine 
through the windows and the cool tiled floors. 
Sènor Elvis (Livingstone) now officially a family cat. Getting more 
chilled by the day.  
So lovely when one of our long termers gets his "Happy Ever After". 
 



our work continues:    

As you can see from the chart below the total number of cats in our care has fluctuated as usual throughout 

the year. We had a number of successful re-homing's after Christmas, just about giving us time to catch our 

breath before “kitten season” in the spring.  

Like other rescues throughout the country we get far more requests for cats to come into care than we have 

spaces available. Judith and Team CCG Page do a brilliant job offering advice and support to members of the 

public via the CCG Facebook page and our helpline.  

Often this is all that is needed for the cat to remain at home.  

We are committed to TNR wherever possible and appropriate and encourage others to spay, neuter, microchip 

and vaccinate their own cats. Often education about this is sadly lacking, a bit of advice goes a long way to help 

a cat settle into a loving home. 

We at Coventry Cat Group are always looking for ways to introduce more people to our 
charity and increase our income. We have recently been offered an opportunity to 
partner with a web based company - Bolting Darts – and we are featured on their 

Charity page   https://bd.direct/charities. They are passionate about animals and are 
supporting and raising money for a number of rescues.  

https://bd.direct/charities


 2020 Coventry Cat Group Membership Application 

Name ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address ………………………………………………………………………………...

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Post Code ………………………………………. 

Tel Nº ………………………………………….. 

E-Mail …………………………………………… 

(E-Mail address will only be used for sending out receipts and other CCG news.) 

Membership - £10.00 

 

Other Donation £___:___ (Thank You) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total  £ ___:___    (please make cheques payable to (“Coventry Cat Group Trust”) 

You can also apply online by following the link: https://coventrycatgroup.org.uk/donate-new/become-a-member/  

 

Signature .………………………………………………..  

Date ……………………………………... 

I will /will not * be attending  the Annual General Meeting of Coventry Cat 

Group to be held on: 

Friday May 8th, 2020 at Willand, starting at 7.15 pm    

                                                

• please delete where applicable 

• Please return to the Membership Secretary, Coventry Cat Group, Wychwood, 

Northbrook Road, Coventry CV6 2AJ 

- please tick the box to boost your donation by 25p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate. I am a UK 

taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax in the current tax year 

than the amount of  Gift Aid claimed on all my donations it is my responsibility to pay any difference.  

Communications – please tick the box to enable us to keep in touch with you and tell you about the great 

work your membership is supporting. We promise not to bombard your inbox and will never share your 

data. I would like to opt-in to receiving future communications from Coventry Cat Group relating to news 

about the Charity, membership and future CCG events.  

https://coventrycatgroup.org.uk/donate-new/become-a-member/

